June Events in the Worship & Performing Arts Center
Thursday, the 2nd @ 7:00 pm - Diva’s Night with Erin Krebs A big band sound with drums, guitar,
keyboard and powerhouse singer Erin Krebs. Erin will sing a mixture of songs from famous female leads.
Between this band and this songstress, you can’t go wrong!

Monday, the 6th - @ 3:00 pm - Digital Lecture—Cleopatra: Fact to Fiction, From Film to Fashion From
Shakespeare’s tragic heroine to Elizabeth Taylor’s decadent diva, every era has its “own” Cleopatra. In this talk,
costume and cultural historian Amanda Hallay discusses varying interpretations of the ancient world’s most
glamorized ruler, and how she would become history’s distorted mirror upon which to reflect its own image.
Tuesday, the 7th @ 3:00—Digital Performance—Peter Pan Written in 1904, J. M. Barrie’s beloved children's
play Peter Pan follows the magical and mystical adventures of a young boy who refuses to grow up. The
free-spirited Peter flies into the Darling children’s bedroom in search of his lost shadow. Here he encounters
Wendy and her brothers who he takes to Neverland to meet the lost boys. A musical classic to be enjoyed by the
young and the young at heart!

Wednesday, the 8th @ 7:00 pm - Performance by Fernando Originally from Mexico where he performed at
many all inclusive resorts, Fernando now resides in Green Bay and will be here for a very special
performance. This multi-talented performer plays a wide variety of music and can accommodate almost any
request! Whether you prefer oldies, rock and roll, jazz, latin or the classics, Fernando will not disappoint!
Monday, the 13th @ 3:00 pm Oshkosh History – Tales From Our Past by Randy Domer Embrace and
celebrate the rich and diverse heritage of our community while we take a journey back in time with Randy,
whose publications include, “Oshkosh, Land of Lakeflies, Bubblers and Squeaky Cheese” and “Yesterday in
Oshkosh...My Hometown”.
Wednesday, the 15th @ 3:00 pm – Green Lake Festival of Music Masterclass We are so lucky to have students
from the Green Lake Festival of Music perform for us every summer! These students come from around the
country, and sometimes the world, to participate in the Festival. Today, the pianists are here to perform for you!
Friday, the 17th @ 2:00 pm—Digital Lecture—The Epic Story of the American Rail
Road The railroads made America. The Transcontinental sewed together a
disparate land 3,000 miles wide with California and Oregon being linked to New
York and Florida by speedy transport for the first time. Months long road or sea
trips could now be undertaken in days. The railways were the stimulus to the
rapid growth in the second half of the 19th century by which time the US railroads
had become the biggest companies in the land — and their owners, like JP Morgan, Vanderbilt and, later,
Edward Harriman, were among its richest men.
Wednesday, the 22nd @ 7:00 pm - Performance by Patty and Jeff Acoustic Duo Patti and Jeff play a mix of
country, rock and blues. Patti's beautiful vocal along with her 12 string acoustic guitar and Jeff's vocal and soulful
harmonica with his lead acoustic guitar playing, come together ever so sweetly.
Tuesday, the 28th @ 3:00 - Performance by Viki Bellville Enjoy the heartfelt songs performed by Viki. She will
entertain you with her fully orchestrated keyboard and soft, beautiful vocals. You are sure to leave this
performance with a song in your heart and a smile on your face!
Thursday, the 30th @ 7:00 pm — Performance by Nathaniel Tang Talented
piano student from Lawrence University will be here to play a solo
performance especially for the residents at Evergreen!

